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Timely and methodical transcription is very crucial for
every physicians to maintain accurate medical
transcription report of a patient’s medical condition.

We Alpinesoft is a reliable partner for error free,
ontime transcription for all type of medical reports
which includes clinic notes, discharge summary, ER
reports, radiology reports, followup notes, laboratory
reports, operative notes, and chart notes.
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Why outsource transcription work to Alpinesoft?Why outsource transcription work to Alpinesoft?

By outsourcing transcription services to Alpinesoft, healthcare providers get
a good tangible benefits:

n Saves cost on recruitment, training, and managing in-house staff.
n Maximize cash flow.
n Improve report accuracy and maintain Turnaround time.
n Time Zone difference. Clients will receive the completed transcript 

during US business hours.
n US based 24/7 incoming line available for any support.
n Competitive and affordable pricing.
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Why Alpinesoft is your right choice?Why Alpinesoft is your right choice?

Alpinesoft is a India based medical transcription company providing
cost effective and reliable transcription services to all major
medical specialties.

We have trained and experienced medical transcription
professionals who have over 13+ years of experience in the
transcription industry.

Furthermore advantage of partnering with Alpinesoft includes
Customized turn around times, three-tired quality check levels,
Secure file transfer using FTP or browser based applications.

Alpinesoft offers transcription services at a good competitive
price where clients can easily save 30-40% of the total cost.
We do offer free trial so that clients can gauge our competencies
and service quality.
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